Temperature dependent flexural stiffness of load bearing laminated glass panes
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1 Introduction

The discovery of glass lamination happened accidentally. While Benedictus (1910) heated a solution of nitrocellulose and accidentally dropped it on a glass pane, he found that when the glass fractured it did not shatter. Benedictus patented (British Patent 1.790) laminated glass in 1910. The production of laminated glass started in 1912 in Great Britain.

Nowadays laminated glass consists of two or more glass layers with one or more plastic layers between the glass panes. Joining of the glass layers with foil can take place in a pressurised vessel, called an autoclave. In the autoclave, under simultaneous heating of the already processed layers of glass and special plastic, lamination occurs. In the case of cast in place process, liquid resin is cast between two sheets of glass layers and then the liquid resin is polymerised with UV radiation or by catalysis. As the resin is liquid, it perfectly fills the space between the glass layers, hence it is ideal for use with imperfectly smooth glass surfaces, such as tempered and textured glass or non-parallel sheets, such as bent glass. Therefore, the cast in place process is mostly used for non-standard dimensions of laminated glass.

When laminated glass began to be used in significant quantities for the architectural glazing industry in the 1960s, building codes defined a strength factor of 0.6 relative to monolithic single glass of the same thickness [3]. The basis to define this factor numerically is unclear, although in bending tests the load bearing capacity \( F_{\text{max}} \) of a layered two-ply laminate without an interlayer is 0.5 times a monolithic pane of the same thickness [4]. Nowadays, there is a general consensus to increase the glass strength factor. Strength factor \( SF \) of laminated glass is defined by Eq. (1):

\[
SF = \frac{\text{maximal resisting force of laminated glass}}{\text{maximal resisting force of monolithic single glass}} \quad (1)
\]

The interlayer has two functions: (i) to keep in place the glass splinters during the fracture process of a glass pane to reduce the risk of injury and (ii) to increase residual load bearing capacity (Fig. 1). Fig. 1 indicates a fractured overhead glazing of a store
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in Vienna. The multilayer laminated glass remained in position even after fracturing and did not fall onto the pedestrian.

Fig. 1. Fractured overhead glazing, Humanic store, Vienna, 2007.

Depending on the shear stiffness and thickness of the interlayer, the laminate can exceed the strength of the equivalent monolith glass having the same total glass thickness. However, this effect is only valid as long as the interlayer material remains stiff. The strength of laminated glass is influenced by the strength of the glass layers and the shear transfer of the interlayer. Without appropriate shear transfer capacity, the interlayer functions as a spacer between the glass layers, therefore, it can increase the moment of inertia of the overall laminate, but can not decrease the deflections efficiently.

Increase of temperature results in a decrease of the stiffness of the laminate, which also affects the strength factor.

The strength in the glass panes is influenced by the shear transfer of the interlayer [1]. When the bond is efficient and the strain of the interlayer is small, the composite behaves almost monolithic (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Rigidly bonded glass layers. (The figure is non proportional in transverse direction.)

In the case of the so-called "rigid bond", the load bearing capacity of laminated glass having same thickness compared to a single layer glass can be over-estimated [4].

Norville (1997) [5] published experimental strength data on laminated glass specimens manufactured with a 2.28 mm polyvinyl butyral interlayer which exceeded the strength of laminated glass specimens having the same dimensions but which used a 0.76 mm thick interlayer, as well as the strength of monolithic glass samples having a comparable thickness (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Results of bending tests under uniform loading at room temperatures, where specimens were supported along two edges. Squares indicate monolithic specimens with thickness of 6 mm, diamonds: two glass layers with thickness of 3 mm laminated with 0.76 mm PVB interlayer, triangles: specimens laminated with 2.28 mm of PVB interlayer thickness [5].

The load bearing capacity of laminated glass can be increased with increase of thickness of interlayer material in the case of appropriate bond. Research results of [5–7] indicated that with increase of PVB interlayer thickness the load bearing capacity of laminated glass increases at room temperature.

Fig. 3 indicates also that with an increase of the area and (or) number of glass layers, therefore, the increase of number of defects on the glass surface, affects the load bearing capacity of the laminate. In the case of relatively large glass layer area, the strength is considerably influenced by the size effect. The reason for the size effect is the stochastic distribution of the defects in the glass pane (Weibull type size effect, otherwise called statistical size effect) [8].

The flexural stiffness of laminated glass is influenced by temperature. With increasing temperature the shear stiffness rapidly decreases and creep [2] becomes more significant, therefore, the effect of temperature should be studied. To study the behaviour of the laminated glass, it is important to know the physical properties of glass layers and also the physical and chemical properties of commonly used interlayer materials. The temperature [9] and the rate of loading [10, 11] influence the properties of the polymers which will affect also the behaviour of laminate.

The main phase transition temperature of polymers is the glass transition temperature, $T_g$. At this temperature, the amorphous polymer or the amorphous component of the semicrystalline polymer changes from a glassy state to a rubbery state and the material softens considerably. Beyond this temperature, the purely amorphous polymer does not show further transition and the material is in a liquid state. However, a semicrystalline polymer exhibits another transition at a higher temperature than the glass transition temperature. This is the melting temperature, $T_m$. (Note that there is no melting behaviour in the amorphous polymer.) Physical and mechanical properties of polymers (including thermal expansion coefficient, heat capacity and refractive index) will change at the glass transition temperature, $T_g$ [12].
2 Materials and experimental procedure

The effect of temperature of -20 °C, +23 °C and +60 °C were investigated on bending characteristics of laminated glasses.

2.1 Test parameters and test programme

Specimens were manufactured from soda-lime silicate float glass. All glass specimens with a constant span of $L_s=1000$ mm and supported at a width of $b=360$ mm were tested in four-point bending. Test parameters of laminated glass specimens were the following [4]:

- **Constants**: test arrangement, width and length, thickness, rate of loading (20 mm/min), edgework.
- **Variables**: number of glass layers: two or three, type of laminate (non safety or safety laminate), type of interlayer material (resin or EVA foil or without interlayer), temperature of specimens.

Tests were based on glass panes with a thickness of 6 mm. The chosen thickness allows the study of large deflections of the glass specimens in bending. Single glass specimens with thickness of 12 and 19 mm were also investigated, to compare the monolithic upper layered limit of $2 \times 6$ mm and of $3 \times 6$ mm laminated glass specimens. To determine the lower layered limit, laminated glasses layers without use of interlayer material (with use of only spacer at the edges) were tested. The schematic diagram of the test programme for laminated glass specimens is illustrated in [9].

Interlayer materials used in laminated glasses were resin (cast in place) and EVA (ethyl-vinyl-acetate) foil. While PVB (polyvinyl-butryral) foil is widely used in laminated glass, EVA foil is a new generation of foils. The main properties of the tested interlayer materials in more details are summarised in [4].

2.2 Experimental procedure

2.2.1 Force measurements

The test procedure was a semi-dynamic short-term test. The tests were carried out at a specimen temperature of +23 °C. Further specimens were heated to +60 °C or cooled to -20 °C. The temperature of the specimens and the room temperature were continuously measured during the tests. The specimens were mounted as shown in Fig. [9](a) and (b). The deflection at mid-span of the glass panes were measured with displacement transducer in all tests.

The temperature was kept constant during the test with 1 °C in order to avoid the development of thermal stresses. The temperature of insulated specimens was measured on their surface during tests. Load was measured with a self-designed force transducer, developed by the authors [15] for Instron Type 1197 testing instrument. Values measured during the tests were simultaneously recorded by computer. The fracture process and crack pattern of glass specimens were recorded with digital optical methods. The specimens were tested until fracture (Figs. 5 and 6).

The average values were determined for each test combination from at least three measurements in the case of laminated glasses and four measurements in the case of single glasses.

2.2.2 Differential scanning calorimetric analysis (DSC)

The glass transition temperature, $T_g$, and melting temperature ranges, $T_m$, were not available for cured resin. These data were only available for EVA foil ($T_g$ is -28 °C and $T_m$ is +76 to +79 °C). In order to determine the glass transition- and melting temperature ranges, DSC (Differential Scanning Calorimetric) tests were carried out at Faculty of Chemical Technology and Biotechnology, Department of Plastics and Rubber Technology, BME.

Type of used resin was: unsaturated polyester resin based on ortho-phthalic acid with stryrol content, pre-accelerated, light stabilised. Liquid resin and activator (ketoneperoxide) were mixed to create specimens for DSC analysis. DSC tests started at least 24 hours after mixing (end of cure time). The cured resin was highly flexible at room temperature. The dynamic DSC thermographs of the cured resin were available with the use of Perkin Elmer DSC 7 equipment. A 5 mg sample was
tested between temperatures from -60 to 220 °C in a nitrogenous area with a flow rate of 40 ml/min. The rate of heating was 10 °C/min. Heat flow vs. temperature diagrams of the cured resin indicated that the glass transition temperature, $T_g$, is about -38 °C and melting temperature, $T_m$, is +109 °C (between 80 °C and 140 °C).

3 Test results and discussions

3.1 Strength factor of laminated glasses at different temperatures

Strength factor (SF) of laminated glass can be calculated with use of Eq. (1) and can be indicated also with the ratio of maximal force of laminated glass to single glass layer with equivalent thickness. In case of laminated glass consisting of two or three glass layers with 6 mm thickness, the available single glass layers with equivalent thicknesses are 12 mm or 19 mm. The experimental results showed that the behaviour of laminated glass is influenced by the temperature both for non heat-treated laminated glass and for tempered laminated glass. Fig. 7 indicates that this ratio significantly decreases with an increase of temperature in the case of laminated glass with resin interlayer material. Therefore, it is not preferred to increase this ratio or the strength factor – which is a consensus nowadays, as mentioned before – without specifying the exposure class on different types of laminated glasses. The effect of temperature on load bearing capacity and on deflections, especially in the case of load-bearing laminated glasses, should not be neglected.

![Test of laminated safety glass specimen.](image5)

![Test of non safety laminated glass specimen.](image6)

At low temperatures (-20 °C), the ratio significantly exceeds 1, indicating that the interlayer material acts in flexure. At high temperatures (+60 °C), the ratio remains significantly larger than 0, indicating that the interlayer material maintains the ability to transfer horizontal shear force. Generally, this ratio lies between 0 and 1. Fig. 7 also indicated that in the case of resin interlayer material the strength factor more decreases with increase of temperature from room temperature to +60 °C than in the case of EVA foil. At lower temperature the resin interlayer behaves rigidly, therefore the strength factor increases, while it decreases in the case of EVA foil. Reason for that is that bonding between the resin and the glass (chemical bond) is extremely strong because of the chemical link between the resin and the silol (SiOH) groups on the glass surface. These chemical bonds which are formed during and after curing are highly stable and resistant. Laminates with use of resin interlayer sometimes offer better humidity resistance than foil-laminated glasses.

Figs. 8(a) to (d) illustrate the quantitative change of ultimate force and deflection with change of temperature of laminated glasses with EVA interlayer material, compared to +23 °C in percent. Figs. 9(a) to (d) illustrate the quantitative change of ultimate force and deflection with change of temperature of laminated glasses with resin interlayer material, compared to +23 °C in percent. Values for laminated glass with non-bonded layers at +23 °C were also illustrated. The ratio of standard deviation and the average (value of ultimate force or deflection) of tested laminated glasses are indicated on the top of the columns in Figs.

In case of tempered glass layers the effect of temperature on bending characteristics can be better shown. In case of float glass the so-called critical crack in glass influences mainly the bearing capacity of the laminate. In case of EVA interlayer indicate that with increase of temperature from +23 °C to +60 °C the increase of ultimate Figs. 8(b) and (d) deflection is higher than the decrease of the ultimate force of laminated glass. In all tested types of laminated glass can be indicated that the ultimate deflection is more influenced by change of temperature than the ultimate force. In case of resin interlayer, linear curve can be fitted with the best correlation for the decrease of ultimate force by increase of temperature from -20 °C to +60 °C. With increase of temperature of resin laminated glass, the interlayer softens considerably. Although the resin interlayer is chemically bonded, its viscosity is more affected by the change of temperature which is indicated also by the increase in ultimate deflection of laminated glass. The reduction of the flow activation energy in case of EVA interlayer reduces the degree of temperature sensitivity, hence, reduces the change of viscosity due to temperature change, which affects the bending characteristics of laminated glass.

The ultimate force decreases and the ultimate deflection increases significant in case of theoretical delamination, which is presented by non-bonded glass layers. The estimations on delamination temperature are presented in the following chapter. The ratio of standard deviation and the average is the highest in case of non-bonded layers. The change of the ratio is less affected with change of temperature in case of EVA interlayer, but increases with increase of number of glass layers.
Fig. 7. Ratio of maximal force of laminated glass (consisting of two or three glass layers) to single glass layer with equivalent thickness at maximal force (a) laminated with resin (_R) or (b) with EVA (_F) at temperatures of -20 °C, +23 °C and +60 °C.

Fig. 8. (a) Change of ultimate force and deflection of laminated glass consisting of two float glass layers and EVA interlayer (symbol: F_2_EVA). (b) Change of ultimate force and deflection of laminated glass consisting of two tempered glass layers and EVA interlayer (symbol: E_2_EVA). (c) Change of ultimate force and deflection of laminated glass consisting of three float glass layers and EVA interlayer (symbol: F_3_EVA). (d) Change of ultimate force and deflection of laminated glass consisting of three tempered glass layers and EVA interlayer (symbol: E_3_EVA).

3.2 Flexural stiffness of laminated glasses at different temperatures

The problem for laminated glass calculations is usually the unknown shear stiffness and the shear modulus, $G$, of the interlayer material, because of the time dependency of the loads and because temperature can modify the shear modulus. Deflections can increase with increase of temperature when the interlayer material softens. Therefore, an appropriate interlayer material should be selected which is able to transfer forces at the service temperature of laminated glasses [9]. By determining the exposure class of laminated glasses, its load bearing resistance and its temperature sensitivity should be taken into account (by...
The author proposes to use the flexural stiffness \((D_{fl})\) of laminated glasses to characterise the bending characteristics, which is dependent on the visco-elastic properties of interlayer materials:

\[
D_{fl}(t, T) = EI_{fl}(t, T)[N \text{mm}^2]
\]

where \(EI_{fl}\) is the flexural stiffness calculated with (2) in the case of four-point bending.

\[
EI_{fl} = \frac{F}{16y} \left[ \frac{L_S^3}{3} + \frac{L_h^3}{6} - \frac{L_S L_h^2}{2} \right]
\]

The flexural stiffness of laminated glass types was calculated by using measured average values of maximal forces (at fracture of the first glass layer) at temperatures of -20 °C, +23 °C and +60 °C. The flexural stiffness of the overall laminate is influenced by temperature. With increasing temperature, the flexural stiffness decreases. The tendency of decrease of flexural stiffness at different temperatures is influenced by the type of interlayer material.

The flexural stiffness affected by temperature is indicated for resin and EVA interlayer materials in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11.
ers indicate the lower limit of flexural stiffness. Therefore, the temperature can be predicted when the interlayer is not able to transfer shear forces between the glass layers. The author proposes the definition of delamination temperature, $T_d$, of laminated glasses. The delamination temperature is influenced by the type of applied interlayer material. Delamination of laminated glass can happen due to chemical reactions, e.g. aging of interlayer material, or due to physical phenomenon, e.g. considerably decrease of bond strength (change of viscosity or adhesion of interlayer material) [9]. The delamination temperature is about 96 °C in the case of EV A interlayer laminated glasses consisting of two glass layers. The delamination temperature is about 100 °C in the case of resin interlayer laminated glasses.

The delamination temperature is influenced by the rate and type of loading (e.g. static or cyclic), hence, the time and temperature influence on physical properties of polymers [12]. Therefore, further investigations are needed, especially in the case of load bearing glasses.

The upper limit of the flexural stiffness of laminated glass can be indicated by the equivalent monolithic single layer glasses. In this case, the upper limit of flexural stiffness of single glass layers with thickness of 12 mm (Fig. [10]) and 19 mm (Fig. [11]) was exceeded by laminated glasses at those service temperatures where the appropriate bond is ensured and the stiffness of laminated glasses increased due to relatively stiff interlayer material (see also Fig. [7]).

Fig. [11] indicates the flexural stiffness vs. ratio of total interlayer thickness to total thickness of laminated glass. The values (points) compared to a reference temperature (e.g. +23 °C) indicates the temperature sensitivity of the interlayer material.

Fig. [12] can properly indicate the temperature or time dependent behaviour of laminated glasses. The bottom values (squares) in Fig. [12] indicate laminated glasses without use of interlayer material. Therefore, with increasing temperature, the shifting of the points tends in the direction of these values. Fig. [12] indicates that resin laminated glasses (both tempered and float) are more temperature sensitive than EV A laminated glasses. With the observation of the shift tendency of the values (points), the durability of laminated glasses can be also predicted.

3.3 Calculations of temperature dependent flexural stiffness of laminated glasses

The aim of present study was to define the flexural stiffness of laminated glass as a function of temperature, considering even large deflections as well as thick plastic interlayer.

The primary interlayer property that influences the strength and deflection is the shear stiffness, in the case of small deflections.

[6] defined a coupling parameter, $\kappa$, which represents the bond of the glass layers to the interlayer. Eq. [4]. Fig. [13] indicates the three-point bending tests by [6]. Concentrated load $F=20$ N was applied at the mid-span of the beam (span $L_s=400$ mm, width $b=30$ mm) which consists of laminated glass (4 mm glass / 0.76 mm PVB / 4 mm glass), where, $h$ is the thickness of the glass layer, $h_{int}$ is the thickness of the interlayer.

Fig. [13]. Three-point bending tests by [6].
The centre deflection can be calculated by Eq. (3), with consideration of bending [2]:

\[ y = \frac{FL^3}{48(ET)_{\text{beam}}} \]  

(4)

where, \( E \) and \( I \) are the Young’s modulus and the moment of inertia of the beam, respectively. The moments of inertia of the glass plates, \( I_g \), of the interlayer, \( I_{\text{int}} \) and the coupling term, \( I_c \), contribute to the total amount of the moment of inertia, \( I \). The cross section of the beam is shown in Fig. [13]

\[ (ET)_{\text{beam}} = E_g I_g + E_{\text{int}} I_{\text{int}} + E_c I_c \approx E_g I_g + E_c I_c \]  

(5)

\[ I_g = 2b \frac{h^3}{12}, \quad I_{\text{int}} = b \frac{h_{\text{int}}^3}{12}, \quad I_c = \kappa bh(h + h_{\text{int}})^2 \]  

(6)

In the case of \( h_{\text{int}} \ll I_g \), the moment of inertia of the interlayer can be neglected. The value of parameter \( \kappa \) should be between 0 \( \leq \kappa \leq 1 \). Parameters \( \kappa \) and \( E_c \) were determined from experiments and can be dependent on time and temperature, \( \kappa(T, t) \). In the case of \( \kappa = 1 \) the total moment of inertia is equal to the moment of inertia of a monolithic beam with the thickness \( h_{\text{beam}} = 2h + h_{\text{int}} \). In the case of \( \kappa = 0 \) the glass layers are not bonded and \( I = I_g \).

The author suggests the modification of Eq. (4) given earlier by [2]:

\[ (EI)_{T,\text{service}} = (E_g I_g)_{T_d} + \kappa(E_c I_c) \]  

(7)

and

\[ -E_c I_c = (EI)_{T_g} - E_g I_g \]  

(8)

\[ -E_g I_g = 70000 \frac{bh^3}{12} \]  

(9)

\[ -h_{\text{eff}, T_d} = \frac{1}{3} \sum_{i=1}^{n} I_i \]  

(10)

where

- \((EI)_{T,\text{service}}\) is the flexural stiffness of laminated glass at service temperature, Eq. (7);
- \((E_g I_g)_{T_d}\) is the flexural stiffness when delamination occurs at delamination temperature, \( T_d \), and can be calculated with use of effective thickness of non bonded glass layers. In the case of non bonded glass layers \( h = h_{\text{eff}, T_d} \) should be applied according to Eq. (10), where, \( n \) is the number of glass layers and \( h_i \) is the thickness of \( i^{th} \) single glass layer;
- \( \kappa \) is the coupling term of modified flexural stiffness \((E_c I_c)\). The value of parameter \( \kappa \) should be between 0 and 1. In the case of \( \kappa = 1 \), the stiffness of laminated glass can be calculated with the sandwich model [17] at glass transition temperature, \( T_g \). In the case of \( \kappa = 0 \), the glass layers are not bonded or delamination occurred. Parameter \( \kappa(T, t) \) can be experimentally determined and is dependent on temperature or (and) time (Fig. [15]).
- \((EI)_{T_g}\) is the flexural stiffness of laminated glass at the glass transition temperature, \( T_g \), of the interlayer material, where the sandwich model (Fig. [14]) can be applied only when the interlayer is in a glassy state;

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} z_i E_i h_i = 0 \]  

(11)

- the effective thickness of layered sandwich at glass transition temperature, \( T_g \), is:

\[ h_{\text{eff}, T_g} = \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} E_i h_i} \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} E_i h_i^2 (h_i^2 + 12z_i^2)}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} E_i h_i}} \]  

(12)

- the effective Young’s modulus of layered sandwich at glass transition temperature, \( T_g \), is:

\[ E_{\text{eff}, T_g} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} E_i h_i}{h_{\text{eff}, T_g}} \]  

(13)

The value of the glass transition temperature, \( T_g \), and the value of HDT (Heat Distortion Temperature) of the interlayer material should be taken into account and the delamination temperature, \( T_d \), should be determined experimentally, where further influencing factors can be taken into account, e.g. TTS (Time-Temperature Superposition). Therefore, delamination temperature, \( T_d \), is not equal to the melting temperature, \( T_m \), of the interlayer material, but \( T_m \), also influences \( T_d \). The temperature dependent behaviour of laminated glass should be studied on the whole laminated material. It is not enough to study the temperature dependent behaviour of the interlayer material. Therefore, based on the laboratory results the coupling parameter, \( \kappa \), was determined directly for laminated glasses (Fig. [15]).

With the coupling parameter, \( \kappa \), the flexural stiffness of resin and EVA foil laminated glasses at service temperature range can be determined. Further investigations should be done on different types of interlayer materials. In the case of known \((EI)_{T,\text{service}}\), the maximal force is predictable for given deflections e.g. yallowed = L/200.

Table [1] and [2] summarise the data for calculating the coupling parameter, \( \kappa \), for tested types of laminated glasses.
Fig. 15. Coupling parameter, $\kappa$, of resin and EVA interlayer materials in temperature range from glass transition temperatures, $T_g$, to delamination temperatures, $T_d$, of laminated glasses consisting of two or three glass layers.

Tab. 2. Calculation of coupling parameter, $\kappa$, at service temperature, $T_{\text{service}}$, of laminated glasses consisting of two or three glass layers with 6 mm thickness and with EVA or resin interlayer material.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of interlayer material</th>
<th>Number of glass layers, n [pcs]</th>
<th>Service temperature ranges, $T_{\text{service}} [\degree C]$</th>
<th>Calculation of coupling parameter, $\kappa$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EVA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$T_g \leq T \leq +20 \degree C$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$+20 \degree C \leq T \leq T_d$</td>
<td>$-0.0001T^2 + 0.0001T + 1.0387$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$T_g \leq T \leq -10 \degree C$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$-10 \degree C \leq T \leq T_d$</td>
<td>$-0.0001T^2 + 0.0018T + 0.9752$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resin</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$T_g \leq T \leq T_d$</td>
<td>$-0.0074T + 0.7407$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$T_g \leq T \leq T_d$</td>
<td>$-0.0083T + 0.7083$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 1. Glass transition and delamination temperatures of laminated glasses consisting of two or three glass layers with 6 mm thickness and with use of EVA or resin interlayer material.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of interlayer material</th>
<th>Number of glass layers, n [pcs]</th>
<th>Glass transition temperature, $T_g [\degree C]$</th>
<th>Delamination temperature, $T_d [\degree C]$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EVA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-28</td>
<td>+96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-28</td>
<td>+92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resin</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-35</td>
<td>+100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-35</td>
<td>+85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tables 2 indicates the equations to calculate the coupling parameter in service temperature ranges between defined temperatures. For determination of glass transition and delamination temperatures Table 1 should be used.

With increasing temperature, the shear stiffness rapidly decreases and creep becomes more significant. In the so-called accelerated testing method with increase of temperature, the effect of creep on load bearing capacity can be estimated. The Young’s modulus ($E_{0,t}$) depending on time or load, e.g. for constant loads, is

$$E_{0,t} = \frac{E_0}{1 + \varphi}$$  \(14\)

where, $E_0$ is Young’s Modulus for short time loads and $\varphi$ is the creep parameter. Therefore, the effect of time and temperature on creep parameter should be investigated as future extension of this study.

Relaxation is also a well-known phenomenon of plastic materials, which influences the bending characteristics of laminated glass. The aging of the interlayer material acts on its bond capacity, etc., therefore, these effects can be defined in the coupling parameter, $\kappa$. In the case of increasing temperature or lifetime predictions on the strength of laminated glass, the temperature dependent flexural stiffness ($D_{fl,T,\text{service}}$) should be studied. Thereby, the influence of temperature on bond capacity can be taken into account and also the membrane effect [7] by increasing deflections.

The bond capacity of an interlayer material is important. Therefore, further interlayer materials have to be studied and developed for different kinds of glazing applications, especially in the case of load bearing glasses. To take into account the service temperature and loading condition, e.g. loading rate, the exposure class should be determined on safety basis.

With known thermo-mechanical behaviour and exposure class, the appropriate laminated glass at the “service” or application temperature can be chosen, therefore, the load bearing
capacity and durability of it can be safer determined. The appropriate interlayer material should be chosen for the actual exposure class [9]. To the exposure classes of a laminated glass also the interlayer properties at least with glass transition temperature, \( T_g \), and delamination temperature, \( T_d \), as well as with thermo-mechanical behaviour should be investigated.

### 4 Conclusions

Based on the results of the laboratory tests with safety and non safety laminated glasses, the following conclusions can be drawn for the flexural stiffness of laminated glasses:

- The type of the interlayer materials should be carefully selected of load-bearing glass applications.
  - One which is able to transfer forces in application (service) temperatures ranges.
  - One which is able to transfer forces in application (service) temperatures ranges.

- The decrease in flexural stiffness at different temperatures is influenced by the type of interlayer material. The temperature influence on flexural stiffness is being indicated for resin and EVA interlayer materials. The flexural stiffness decreases linearly in the case of resin and it decreases polynomially in the case of EVA interlayer material, both for safety and non safety laminated glasses.

- Based on the laboratory results the definition of delamination temperature, \( T_d \) of laminated glasses was introduced. In the case of increase of the number of glass layers in laminated glass or increase of interlayer thickness, the delamination temperature decreases.

- The author presented the flexural stiffness vs. ratio of total interlayer thickness to total thickness of laminated glass at different temperatures. The shift of the values (points) compared to a reference temperature (e.g. +23 °C) indicates the temperature sensitivity of the interlayer material. With the observation of the shift tendency of the values, the durability of laminated glasses can be also predicted.

- Based on the laboratory results the author has modified the definition of coupling parameter, \( \kappa \), which was originally defined by [2]. The coupling parameter, \( \kappa \), was determined directly for laminated glasses with resin and EVA interlayer materials.

- The composite effect pronounced by the shear resistance of the interlayer material [11] should be neglected, especially under higher temperatures and (or) long-term loads, and when the interlayer tends to creep. In the case of increasing temperature or lifetime predictions on the load bearing capacity of laminated glass, the temperature dependent flexural stiffness \( (D_f, T_{\text{service}}) \) should be studied.

- The exposure class of laminated glass should be determined according to the application (service) temperature range.

Therefore, the testing temperature should be selected according to the exposure temperature. Especially for outdoor applications the tests carried out at room temperature should be extended on further testing temperatures. For safety basis the upper and lower load-bearing capacity should be determined with taking into account the environmental conditions.
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